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Suppose, A is a set in Z2 then following
operations from set theory can be used in
morphology [1]:

Abstract-The term Mathematical Morphology (MM)
mostly deals with the mathematical theory of
describing shapes using sets. In morphology, images
are represented as sets. This task is investigated by
the interaction between an image and a certain
chosen arbitrary structuring element using the basic
operations of erosion and dilation. The various
applications of morphologyinclude skeletonization,
prunning, optical character recognition,image
analysis,artifacts removal,boundary extraction, etc. It
is further extended by the fact that mathematical
morphology provides better quality image data for
analysis and diagnostic purposes. The process is very
efficient due to the use of MATLAB
algorithmswhich are helpful for securing meaningful
information against different threats like-speckle
noise, salt and pepper noise,etc.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

a=(a1,a2) an element of A, a∈A if
not, then a ∉A
∅: null (empty) set
A subset of B: A⊆B
Union of A and B: C=A∪B
Intersection of A and B: D=A∩B
Disjoint sets: A∩B= ∅
c

vii.
viii.
ix.

Complement of A: A = {x|x∉A}
Reflection of B:B = {x|x = -b, for
b  אB}
Translation of A by x=(x ,x ),
1

x

= {c| c=a+x, for aאA}

Keywords-Mathematical
Morphology,
image
processing, skeletonization, prunning, thinning,
morphological filtering, boundary extraction.
I.

2

denoted by (A) is defined as:(A)

INTRODUCTION

Morphology is a technique of image processing based
on shapes [2].Morphological processing is described
almost entirely as operations on sets. A set is a
collection of pixels in the context of an image. This
means the objects in an image are represented as set
of pixels. The field of mathematical morphology
contributes a wide range of operators to image
processing,all based around a few simple
mathematical concepts from set theory.

Fig.1 (a) Two sets A and B (b) The union of A and B (c) The
intersection of A and B (d)The complement of A (e) The
difference between A and B [4].
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Fig.3 First row shoows examples of
o structuring elements
e
(SEs)..Second row shhows structuring element converrted to
rectanngular arrays. The dots
d denote the centers of the SEs [55].

II.

MORPHO
OLOGICAL OP
PERATORS

There are fourr basic operatorrs in morpholoogy.
Thesse include:
A. Dilation
The dilation (D) operation
o
of morphology
m
afffects a
binarry image in thee manner that it gradually ennlarges
the boundaries
b
of regions
r
of foreground pixelss (that
is, white
w
pixels). Thus areas of foreground pixels
grow
w in size while holes within thhose regions beecome
smaller. The morpphological dilaation operator takes
p
of dataa as inputs. Thhe first is the image
two pieces
whicch is to be dilated.
d
The second
s
is a set of
coorddinate points known as a structuring eleement.
The dilation of A by
b B, denotedd AْB, wheree
is
o
of dilaation [1].Eqn. (3.1) shows dilation
the operator
operaation of image A by structuring element B.

Fig.2 (a) Translation
T
of set A by z. (b) Reflectiion of set B [5].

Mathematiical Morpholo
ogy uses loggical Booleann
algebra forr this purpose logical AND, OR and NOT
T
are used. All
A this helps to
t study the shhape, structure,
etc. Thus, mathematical morphologicaal operators orr
filters are nonlinear traansformations because theyy
modify geoometric featurees of images.

Eqn. (3.1)

f the analysiss
The operaators are particularly useful for
of binary images and co
ommon usagess include edgee
detection, noise removaal, image enhhancement andd
image seegmentation. Morphologicaal techniquess
typically probe
p
an imaage with a sm
mall shape orr
template known as a structuring element. Thee
structuringg element is positioned att all possiblee
locations in
i the image and
a it is comppared with thee
correspondding neighborh
hood of pixels.

1) Algoorithm for dilaation operation
•
•
•
•
•

Input the original
o
image..
Probe struucturing element on the orriginal
image.
Perform morphological
m
dilation using ‘line’
structuringg element.
Output thee original imagge.
Output thee morphologicaally dilated imaage.
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1) Algorithm for erosion
•
•
•
•

Read the image.
Create a structuring element to probe the
original image with it.
Compute morphological erosion of original
image.
Output the original image and eroded
version of it.

Fig. 4(a) Original Image read into MATLAB.

Fig. 6 (a) Original image

Fig.5 (b)Morphologically dilated image.

B. Erosion
The basic effect of the erosion operator on a binary
image is to erode away the boundaries of regions of
foreground pixels (that is, white pixels). Thus areas
of foreground pixels shrink in size, and holes within
those areas become larger. The erosion operator (E)
takes two pieces of data as inputs. The first is the
image which is to be eroded. The second is a set of
coordinate points known as a structuring element. It
is this structuring element that determines the precise
effect of the erosion on the input image.
The erosion of A by B, denoted by A

Fig.7 (b)Eroded image.

Dilation, in general, causes objects to dilate or grow
in size; erosion causes objects to shrink. The amount
and the way that they grow or shrink depend upon the
choice of the structuring element. Dilating or eroding
without specifying the structural element makes no
more sense than trying to low pass filter an image
without specifying the filter.

B,

where the operator of erosion [1].Eqn.(3.2) shows
erosion of image A by structuring element B.

C. Opening
The basic effect of an opening is somewhat like
erosion in that it tends to remove some of the
foreground pixels from the edges of region present in

Eqn. (3.2)
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the image. However it is less destructivve than erosionn
in general.. With other morphological
m
operators, thee
appropriatee operation is determined byy the use of a
structuringg element or keernel.
he operator iss to preservee
The effect of th
foregroundd regions that have a similarr shape to thiss
structuringg element, or that can comppletely containn
the structuuring element, while eliminaating all otherr
regions off foreground piixels. Generallly, an openingg
is defined as erosion folllowed by a dilaation using thee
same struucturing elemeent for both operations.
denotes thhe opening op
peration [3].Eqqn.(3.3) showss
opening off image A by sttructuring elem
ment B.

Eqn. (3.3))
1) Algorithm for op
pening
•
•
•
•
•

Read the image..
R
C
Create
a structurring element.
Errode the imagee with the suitaable structuringg
ellement.
Peerform morpho
ological dilatioon on the
erroded image.
W
Write
the origin
nal image and itts opened
veersion.

Fig. 9 (b) Oppening operation of
o morphology.

Opening tendds to smooth coontour, break narrow
n
isthm
muses and remoove thin protruusion. Openingg is the
dual of closing thaat is (i.e.), opeening the foregground
pixells with a particular struccturing elemeent is
equivvalent to closinng the backgroound pixels [66] with
the same
s
element. Opening cann be very usefful for
separrating out partticularly shapeed objects froom the
background, but it is far from beeing a universaal 2-D
objecct recognizer, etc.
e For instannce if we try annd use
a lonng thin structurring element too locate, say, pencils
p
in ouur image, any one such element will onlyy find
pencils at a particuular orientation. If it is necesssary to
find pencils at otther orientatioons then diffeerently
oriennted elements must be usedd to look forr each
desirred orientationn. It is also neecessary to bee very
carefful that the strructuring element chosen dooes not
elimiinate too manny desirable obbjects, or retaain too
manyy undesirable ones,
o
and som
metimes this cann be a
deliccate or even im
mpossible balance.
D. Closing

Fig.8 (a) Original
O
image.

Morpphological clossing tends to sm
mooth sectionss of
contoour, fuses narroow breaks and long, thin gulffs and
elimiinates small hooles and filling present in the
contoour. It is denoteed by [1].
Eqn. (3.4) shows cllosing of imagee A by structurring
ment B.
elem

Eqn. (3.4)
Clossing is similaar to dilation in that it tennds to
enlarrge the boundaaries of foregrround regions in an
imagge and shrink background
b
hooles in such reegions.
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But it is less destructive of the original boundary
shape. As with other morphological operators, the
exact operation is determined by a structuring
element. Fig. shows closing operation and its effects.

III.

A.

The effect of the closing is to preserve
background regions that have a similar shape to this
structuring element, or that can completely contain
the structuring element, while eliminating all other
regions of background pixels. It is opening performed
in reverse and is defined simply as dilation followed
by erosion using the same structuring element for
both operations. The closing operator therefore
requires two inputs: an image to be closed and a
structuring element.

•
•
•

Morphological Boundary extraction

There is certain variation in intensity in all types of
images. Extraction focuses on detecting the
boundaries of required objects based on the
discontinuity in pixels of the boundary region and
other regions of the image.Mathematical morphology
is a tool for extracting image components that are useful
in representation and description of region shape, such
as boundaries, skeletons and convex hull [7].

B. Filtering for artifacts removal

1) Algorithm for closing
•
•

Applications of Morphology in Digital
Image processing

Morphological filtering is extensively used for edge
detection, suppression of noise, artifacts removal
from medical images, image compression and its
counterparts.

Read the image.
Create a structuring element for probing it
with original image.
Perform morphological dilation.
Compute eroded version of dilated image.
Write the original image and the closed form
of it.

C. Thinning
factors

for

safeguarding

crucial

Thinning facilitates a reduced version of an image.
Extensive processing of images in various aircraft
manufacturing and others uses it.A common use of
thinning is in the pre-processing stage to facilitate
higher level analysis and recognition for applications
such as Optical Character Recognition, diagram
understanding, fingerprint analysis, and feature
detection for computer vision [8]. Thinning is
beneficial especially when speed and complexity of
the process or system are crucial factors.

Fig.10 (a) Original image.

D. Prunning in medical field
Pruning denotes removal of small tail-like structures
from the image and also from its already processed
version. It is widely used in medical field, etc. and
uses Morphological processing.
E. Securing digital image information
through Skeletons
Skeletonization is to get a one pixel thin version of an
image.Like other morphological operators, the
behavior of the skeletonization operation is
determined by a structuring element [9]. As an

Fig.11 (b) Morphological closing of original image.
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application to Morphology it is used in image
analysis, medical field, and various security purposes.
There are certain issues in skeletonization like-time
consumption is more, etc. which seriously retards its
use to limited fields only.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Morphological operations help to safeguard the
essential data against dangers. Skeletonization,
prunning,thinning,morphological filtering,etc. are
some of the applications of structuring element based
mathematical
morphology.
Efficiency
of
morphological processing is enhanced by improved
algorithms based on MATLAB.
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